What is NEXXT Step?
NEXXT Step is a coaching program that helps take you from where you are to
where you want to be. You and up to 11 other women will cover 3 modules with
6 lessons, and be provided with 12 tools that build toward your personal plan.

What's in it for you?
Clarity

Confidence

Community

Clarity in who you are, what
motivates and inspires you, who you
need with you, and how to get there.

Confidence in yourself, your
decisions, your direction, and leaning
into your abilities and intuition.

Community among each other and
deliberately within the framework of
your developed personal plan.

Result: A defined personal plan for
the next 6 months, direction for the
next 18 months, and a vision for the
next 3 years.

Result: The capacity to push through
the inevitable change, doubt, and
pivots that come with life’s pursuits.

Result: Diverse support of resources
and wisdom of women that is proven
to be the difference between
surviving and thriving.

The details

What do we do in a group?
6 virtual confidential sessions, facilitated by

Choose your group.

NEXXT Founder, Amy Robinson

April 20-June 29, 2021

Full groups to small breakout conversations

June 9-August 18, 2021

Be present and add to the experience while

September 2-November 18, 2021

only sharing as much or as little as you want

Create space. Mark your calendar.

Tools for learning both during group and on

4-5:30p PST/6-7:30p CST/7-8:30p EST

your own
Experience new thought and ideas that carry
on from session to session

Every other week via Zoom.
Stay in touch. Ask questions and get
support via email or voice mailbox
during the week in between.

How much does it cost?
$450 or $150/mo Less than a daily latte, with
the kind of caffeine that lasts SO much longer!

SIGN ME UP

Have more questions?
Read our FAQs
Schedule a chat with Amy

Don't take our word for it
“I have learned the importance of

“The positive influence that Amy and her team

being myself, it has been like a

had on the women we supported and our

reunion with my inner self.” Luisa

organization is almost immeasurable.” Virginia

